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RESPONSIBLE PROCUREMENT

PRACTICES
We believe, the integration
of sustainability in the supply
chain is crucial to delivering
long-term profitability. We
associate with business
partners based on their
overall strengths and realize
mutual growth through
mutual trust. With various
development programs,
we not only aim to create
monetary benefits, but
also provide a significant
competitive advantage for
our suppliers in the rapidly
changing market landscape.
In the ‘Green Purchasing
Guidelines’ formulated in
March 2006 with the latest
amendment in 2016, we are
aligning our suppliers with
the Toyota Global challenge
2050. We encourage
fair labor practices at our
suppliers’ and we do not
engage with suppliers who
encourage child labor and
forced and compulsory
labor.

Elements of Toyota
purchasing policy
•
Fair competition based on open
door policy
•
Mutual benefit based on mutual
trust
•
Contributing to local economic
vitality through localization and
good corporate citizenship

General Purchasing
Agreement
•
‘Customer Satisfaction’ is the
primary objective
•
Toyota Production System (TPS)
and Just-In-Time (JIT) to be
adopted
•
Develop a long-standing
business relationship based on
mutual trust
•
Comply with safety and
environmental standards
•
Contribute to the sustainable
development of society
•
Promote faithful and sound
business activities

Supplier CSR guideline
•
Respect for employees and
stakeholders
•
Safety, Quality, Productivity,
Cost and Human Development
[SQPCH]
•
Legal Compliance, Human
Rights/ Labor, Local or Global
community

Transforming Suppliers as Leaders
SUPPLIER HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
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ACHIEVE GLOBAL
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GLOBAL
SUPPLIER

TPS
Step 3

CMS
Step 2

FOCUSED
GEMBA
SUPPORT

Step 1

STABLE

BASIC
SYSTEMS
SMOOTH
SHORT TERM (STEP 1)

SLIM
LONG TERM (STEP 2)

Our Supplier Kaizen Department [SKD] is working with all our suppliers, empowering them to deliver ‘Quality’
products. Presently, our suppliers are provided training in the areas of Safety and Environment, Production and
Quality, Industrial Relations, Cost Management, Manufacturing (monozukuri) and Toyota Production Systems
[TPS], to enhance their overall competitiveness. We extend Gemba support through a well-established
‘Sustenance’ plan to transform them as ‘Leaders’ in the future global sourcing platform.
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Our supplier performance is
evaluated on a scale of 100. The
performance of suppliers against
the evaluation criteria is as below:

56

%

50%

Supplier Evaluation:

21%

38%

Human development
TOP
MANAGEMENT

OPERATOR

<50%

<50%

<70%

<70%

>70%

>70%

We support our suppliers towards stable and sustainable Gemba
management by enhancing Gemba skills at suppliers. We have
established different training programs specific to the plant head,
operations managers/ supervisors and supplier shop floor members.

SMDP

MIDDLE
MANAGEMENT

2017
TOTAL 88

2016
TOTAL 88

11%

TKM support
through SGL

Development
through
Customized
training

Supplier management development program
The Gemba skills of supplier top management are enhanced through
Supplier management development program [SMDP]. To make
them self-reliant in Gemba management, we follow a four-phase
development program based on smooth-simple-slim –smart concept.

Focused Gemba Support
Further, we provide focused Gemba
support to the middle management
(Manager Supervisors) through one-year
Supplier Gemba Leader [SGL] program.
Under this program, one window person
from each supplier is trained at the
TKM premises to implement the Toyota
principles and best practices at their
respective facilities.

Supplier Management Development Program, August 2017
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SGL DEVELOPMENT STATUS (in numbers)
Target - 1 SGL/Supplier

Target

85

Actual

85

72

Cumulative

70

14

14

2008-2011

2012-2015

2016-2018

11th Batch SGL certificate distribution by MD san,TKM
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Programs for Shop floor
Members
We also conduct customized
classroom training to strengthen the
overall shop floor capabilities. The
shop floor members are trained on
safety, quality, and production.
SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENT

Basic Safety & Environment Management
Legal & Safety risk elimination
Resource Conservation

QUALITY

PRODUCTION

Quality Basic Concepts

Ensuring Safety at Suppliers
With ‘Safety First’ as our foundation,
we support our supplier base in
safety management. We carry
out regular safety audits to assess
unsafe acts and unsafe conditions
at supplier workplace. We keep a
check on safety aspects related
to human, machine, methods and
fire risks, through the system and
Gemba audits.

MODEL PLANT
CONCEPT

LONG TERM

NO FATAL
NO FIRE AUDIT

IMMEDIATE ACTION

2016-17

2017-20

Quality Management Systems

Shop Floor Management Systems
Shop KPI Management

This step by step approach has
led to improvement in daily
management and cost-benefit at the
respective supplier base.

In the reporting year, the safety
audit observations showed
inadequate safety systems at
suppliers to address the safety
risks at the workplace. Hence, we
are promoting safety awareness at
suppliers too.
Further, we are working on 3 pillars
of safety
I.

We are sensitizing top
management at suppliers to
build and lead safety culture
through Gemba

II.

We are implementing systems
for machine and electrical safety
for a cluster of 10 industries
III. Fire safety enhancement
and system implementation
at critical suppliers and
countermeasures for
improvement
Based on the above approach,
we aim to develop model supplier
plants across all regions and share
the best practices with other
companies

NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS TRAINED
TOP
MANAGEMENT
(Build Safety policyOrg
& System)

167

122

MIDDLE
MANAGEMENT
(Ensure System Implementation)
MEMBER
(Follow Safety Rules)

Stop6+2

Equipment Safety

Greening our Supply Chain
Green Purchasing Guidelines [GPG] – Our Progress
The latest amendment of GPG (2016) was communicated across our supply chain in the previous reporting
period. Through this, we have aligned 100% of our suppliers (Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi and Pune region) with
the Toyota Global Challenge 2050. As a first step towards greening our supply chain, we ensure the sustenance
of the established legal compliance management and ISO 14001 systems at our suppliers. We carry out regular
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environmental compliance audits to
integrate Environment Management
System [EMS] in our daily
operations.
We are driving stringent chemical
management by eliminating
Substances of Concern [SoC], from
the supply chain.  In the reporting
period, we have initiated grasping
the resource consumption data
and emission patterns at the

GPG COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
AT SUPPLIERS

suppliers. We have also developed
resource conservation manual
to promote resource recycling.
Going further, we plan to expand
our end of life management and
biodiversity initiatives. We are
making efforts to implement GPG
at all Toyota suppliers by assessing
their processes, setting targets for
improvement and supporting them
to cut down their environmental
footprint by 2020.

Environment risk management at Suppliers
We ensure that our suppliers are always compliant with all the laws of the
land. According to the law, industries are not supposed to discharge the
effluent without treating it. In the reporting period, we carried out audits
at our suppliers to ensure that the wastewater generated is treated before
it is discharged or sent to Common Effluent Treatment Plant facility for its
treatment and disposal. For this, we conducted one-one interactions, and
Gemba visits at suppliers and has confirmed the wastewater management in
the Bengaluru region.  About 231 issues related to the wastewater treatment
and disposal was identified and the countermeasures were implemented.  

One to one interaction
with supplier Top mgmt.
on open issues

100%

100%

Target

Actual

LEGAL COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT AT SUPPLIERS

Periodic Meeting to
review the C/M progress

100%

100%

Target

Actual

Gemba visit & C/M
confirmation

Industrial Relations management at Suppliers’
h

Self
Reliant

Step 3
Periodic sustainance Audit
(To re-confirm Shopuld be condition)

ac

Stable

ro
pp
A
ep
St
y
pb
Ste

Step 2
Human Development of Suppliers
- Management(IR &Production)
-Production Supervisors

To ensure proper IR management at
suppliers’ end, our SKD along with HR
department is jointly involved in IR
foundation building at Suppliers and
their expert opinion is available to the
suppliers in case of IR turbulence at
their base.

Unstable

Step 1
Grasp current IR condition & visualize.
IR foundation building @ week supplier.
Strengthen Communication Channels.
Yokoten best practices.

2017-18

2018-19

Our SKD department observed that
there were few instances of shortage
in supply of parts due to poor labor
relations at suppliers’. The major
challenges faced by our suppliers
included issues with contract workmen
and COD settlement.

2019-20
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Supplier Connect
Quality Circle Competition [QCC]

Annual Supplier Convention

The QCC is held annually at the regional level followed
by national Level and provides a platform for all
suppliers to exchange their ideas and share experiences.
With the theme ‘Progress through Sharing’ this year, we
laid emphasis on embedding ‘Quality’ from the grass
root level at suppliers. Suppliers from various regions
actively participate in the event and the best performing
circles are recognized.

The annual supplier meets communicate TMC’s
expectation and targets. With the theme of “Rebuild
capabilities to meet Dynamic technology Challenge”.

MD San addressing at the Annual Supplier Meet

Gold Award Winner-Novares, Chennai

CSR
Our TKSA team has always extended its support towards the education of the girl child. Taking it further, we have
sponsored the education of 5 girls for one academic year. In addition to this, educational kits were distributed for
three Government schools, followed by tree plantation activity to sensitize children on the environment.

Education kit distribution for Government school children
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Education sponsership for 5 girl children for one academic year

